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BIRDFELLOWS
- Ashley Collier
i don’t know what kind of bird i am, i tell him. i am starting to think i’m missing parts. he tells
me i will find them. he tells me more often than not birds don’t begin whole.
i don’t know what kind of bird i am. i am trying to decide if i have been this too long to start
questioning things. i am trying to find any evidence of my hatching. and he says maybe i haven’t
gotten there yet. he says most times, you can’t even see the egg.
i don’t know what kind of bird i am. windows never fool me.
i don’t know what kind of bird i am. i can tell you a story about every feather on my body, and a
story about every scale. most of them are true.
i don’t know what kind of bird i am. i do not have a season. i do not have a flight plan. he tells
me all the best ones never build nests. he draws me a map and tells me how to shake it. north is
an illusion, he says. never try to find it.
i don’t know what kind of bird i am. my calls fall against the wind and never carry back. he tells
me this can only happen if my song is someone else’s. he says i’m too much mocking and could
use a bit more height.
i don’t know what kind of bird i am. i don’t care for the snow and the sun scorches me. i don’t
care for fish and the water calls to me. i want to be small but i cannot make a proper descent and
i’m still waiting for my colors to come in.
i don’t know what kind of bird i am. i’ve never laid. and sometimes i feel a howl in my beak. he
tells me a howl is just a feeling, i have caught it from the wolves. but they have not caught me.
i don’t know what kind of bird i am. i want to show the watchers but i’m not sure where to live.
i’m too easy to spot and too hard to follow. i do not have a genus. i do not have a name. he tells
me that’s exactly what they want to see.
i don’t know what kind of bird i am. i do not know if i have ever been home. he tells me that
what i came from means nothing. howl if you must, he says. find a wolf that whistles, teach it
how to fly.

After the Storm
- Neil Ellman
After the ebbing tide
after angry noise silenced
after wind had splintered wood
driven nails into hard
disconsolate earth
shattered glass
after we had gone
with our keepsakes
and no goodbyes
the house at the shore
shivers, sways
crumbles
like an old tree
submitting to time.

prism’s party girl
- Maureen Kingston
the slowness
of blue
her laggard
light
a prima donna
last to arrive
& last to leave
making herself
last & last
hiding
in the skylight
in the sea
barricading
herself
in glacier’s
shoulder blade

A Right-handed World
- Lois Greene Stone
What peculiar ways our minds work! My renewal notice to the local Philharmonic for the
coming season had just arrived, triggering thoughts of my three left-handed children. Why?
Because lefties are often considered unnatural: paws for hands, batting on the wrong side
of the plate, golfing facing the wrong way, combing their hair like a righties’ mirror image. Sure
I've wondered how come, if left-handed people are called Southpaws, right-handed ones aren't
Northpaws? Have you ever heard the word Northpaw? Me neither. But even with classical
music, there is discrimination.
Next time you go to a concert look at the musicians instead of watching the conductor
and glancing at the instruments. The violinists are usually many in number, with graceful right
arms moving bows across strings via right hands. Uh, huh. Right arms. Anyone ever, ever see a
left-handed violin? Even if it exists, who'd take such a player into an orchestra! It'd look like a
Saturday morning cartoon with one elbow out of sync and crashing into a sea of extended right
elbows. So a leftie must learn to play the violin as a rightie. With the weaker hand and arm being
used, they must be strengthened so as not to tire, but there isn’t extra salary for physical therapy.
A left-handed musician might be better with percussion or piano rather than strings. Ah,
the piano. The melody is done with the right hand while chords are left. Anybody can play a tune
just by using the right hand and reading only the notes designed for those fingers. Ever play just
the base notes and listen to the sounds? No tune. Guess it's still better, if left-handed, to stick to
percussion.
Decades ago there was an all-girl right-handed orchestra. How come no one ever made an
all-leftie one, with instruments custom-designed for the left-handed player? Gosh. No one would
notice the elbows in the wrong direction 'cause the violin section would be reversed and placed
to the right of the audience rather than to the customary left. The cellos and base fiddle people
would also have to be moved; righties would not be allowed to audition for these sections.
Would non-left-handed people yell “discrimination” and file a suit?
Even children's first bells are positioned for right-handers...the ones installed on
tricycles. Silvery, shiny, signaling occupancy of the sidewalk, the fat-wheeled trikes come with
right-handed levered bells. Parents of lefties either remove the devices or tell kids to just ring
them where they are placed. How many lefties wanted horns instead? Honk, honk was for any
hand. But honks were ugly belches while bells made musical ding-a-lings.
Going to an earlier time in life, how about the cute toddler drinking cups with decorations
on one side: the side that faces a rightie? Lefties learn early that pretty pictures on cups will not
be ones they can look at if they continue to be different. At least plates have no prejudice and
each design circles the entire porcelain. But who wants to sit next to a leftie at a meal, or have
one at a head table during a formal banquet? The harmony of a head table would be off, and, for
some, eating a meal would look like a left-handed concert violinist performing. An affront,
esthetically.
Houses with double-door entries, to go inside, which one is bolted down and which
opens? Of course, it's always the right door that is usable to enter...'course that does make it a
left-handed exit.
Lefties are always accommodating. Look where the on/off switch is on most computers.
Also, see how the computer's calculator is conveniently placed on the right side in its own
rectangle? Remember the usual button on a 35 mm camera that snapped a picture?

Thankfully, a toothbrush is uni-handed, as is a bar of soap, and one-handed faucets are
designed for ease of use by anyone. Lefties have an advantage when lifting liquid Tide or Cheer
or whatever detergent ─ the brand name is in view for righties but the rear, which has usage
directions, is exposed to lefties. (Of course, marketers intended to make the jugs like cups with
prettier stuff on the front for right-handed lifting.)
Until tribute is paid for left-handed achievement, I guess the majority will forget that
there's a minority, and still refer to left-dominant with an animal-sounding word such as
southpaw. Oh, well, at least it doesn't matter which hand is conducting the orchestra, or is that
taken into account when selecting a new conductor?
Previously published in Gannett Times-Union, August, 1995

Birthday
- Fain Rutherford
His body was party to a straightforward bargain.
For all those years, in return for addictions refused,
and a meal every night, it would perform without protest
whatever task was asked.
It would run on a steady drip of caffeine and meanness
to stay edged for the lunatic fight club
devoted solely to the question of which bloated
grey colossus would end up with the money.
It would run stripped-down and spare in the desert,
drinking green slime from slickrock pockets,
eating grasshoppers and mice, spinning sagefrictioned fire, and dreaming in flickered caves.
It would drink moonshine and remain vertical,
speaking in sentences even after others turned dumb.
It would move five-star Thai food from mouth
to the world outside without a whimper.
It would move from the outside world into women,
like clay figures drying on the kindergarten
art shelf, each with palm-pressured contours and parts
still damp from the sweat of their creation.
It would produce ambivalent daughters,
pleased they got the long-boned genes
and brains enough to get by, but embarrassed
at the prospect of its presence at their weddings.
Now, it must grow used to the burned-brake
smell of the slow-motion derailment.
Now aslant, it must limp among the casualties.
With bent and tentative fingers, it must apply the tourniquet.

Coming Home
- Deborah Bayer
Before I take more than two steps
on the sturdy stairs he’s rushing
out the front door
to grab my suitcase, to hug me
next to the new pineapple finial ─
my woodworker, filmmaker yogi.
We pause on the sun-drenched porch,
painted how many times over the years?
The parrot plant and double begonias
are heavy with coral blooms even now.
A few gold leaves fall, a feisty wren
appears on the fence, tall dahlias flaunt
wild combinations of pink and orange.
We took the worthy Victorian and made
her over, inside and out ─ redid plumbing,
moved walls, chose colors, hung paintings,
planted lilacs and much, much more.
We did this together.
Not long ago I watched my sweetheart
sand a door laid out on the picnic table.
He looked up and smiled, a row of t-shirts
fluttered on the clothesline, crickets
chattered. The neighborhood soprano
sang her scales, hitting impossibly high notes.
On the kitchen counter a basket of eggplants,
red bell peppers, shallots, and zebra tomatoes.
It is harvest time. We know this.

Little Miss Ethics
- Jerome Long
This paper regrets that its regular columnist on ethics will not appear for the next several issues.
He seeks further enlightenment in a Las Vegas casino. We’ve asked a fourteen-year-old to
continue his column. But, in an effort to broaden our appeal to an important demographic of
future readers, she will restrict herself to answering questions from America’s youth who, God
knows, need all the help they can get.
Dear Little Miss Ethics: Tommy, a high school sophomore, has just asked me to a dance
at his school. I am an eighth-grader. My mother says this is way too early for me to date. The
difference in our ages is freaking her. I have locked myself in my room and swore I would never
eat again as long as I live. I am getting hungry. Is it ethical to sneak out the window (we live in a
one-story ranch house) and go for some pizza? That would be breaking my promise.
--Starving in Schenectady
Dear Starving: Call out for pizza and have it delivered. Your mother will be faced with
the dilemma of paying for it or having you starve. That puts the ethical burden on her. Good
luck.
Dear Little Miss Ethics: My brother just came home from high school and told me about
this ethics problem that was discussed in class. I want to know what you think. It sounds stupid
to me. A maniac challenges you to a chess match. He has captured sixteen people to act as pieces
and intends to shoot any of those that you lose. You see a way to win, but it means sacrificing
one of your pawns. What’s the right thing to do ─ sacrifice that pawn (actually a person) or go
on playing, hoping you can win without losing any of your pieces (people)?
--Breathless in Buffalo
Dear Breathless: Hey, you’ve got to give me more information if you want me to help.
Just who is that pawn (person)? If it’s Tommy Schwartz, who has these really cute dimples, you
can give him a pass. On the other hand, if it’s Jeannie Miller, who likes to show off her naturally
curly blond hair and thinks she’s way better than anybody else, wipe her off the board. It all
comes down to what makes you feel good.
Dear Little Miss Ethics: I just read on Twitter that my best friend, Henrietta Goldfinch,
was seen making out in the back of an old Ford Galaxy with this totally ugly boy, Seymour Getz.
I mean, how could she? She never before showed any interest in Seymour. Besides, Seymour has
a weird-looking Mohawk and wears engineer boots with no socks. No socks! I mean, how totally
weird can you get? Should I tell her about this scurrilous lie?
--Perplexed in Poughkeepsie
Dear Perplexed: You should be ashamed of yourself! You knowingly used Henrietta’s
name for this column, which dozens, maybe even hundreds, of people will read. I suspect YOU
tweeted that message to get even with her for stealing Seymour away from YOU. Just how did
you know he wears no socks inside those engineer boots? Huh? Huh? ’Nuff said.

Dear Little Miss Ethics: My parents go square dancing every Wednesday night. They
dress up in calico skirts, tight cowboy jeans, string ties and cowboy boots. The thing is,
Wednesday is when my friends come over for study night. When my parents return, my friends
get to see them looking like leftovers from the musical Oklahoma. I love my parents. They leave
us snacks to eat and never ask if we have boyfriends over while they’re away. My problem is
this. I’m thinking of moving study night to Shirley’s to avoid this scene, but I don’t know if I can
ask my parents if they will still supply the snacks. What’s the ethical thing to do? Ask them to
change before they come home or hit them up for take-out Diet Cokes and pastrami sandwiches?
--Embarrassed in Emory
Dear Embarrassed: Sit down with your parents and explain your situation clearly. As
devoted parents, they will undoubtedly do the right thing ─ have Shirley’s parents buy. Where
you eat makes little difference.
Dear Little Miss Ethics: I babysit for Mr. and Mrs. Harrison. Bobbie, their ten-year old, is
into card games. We play blackjack, which he asked me to teach him. We play for nickels. The
little shit insists on dealing and beats me all the time. To make up for my losses, I had to jack up
my prices. I told the Harrisons that I have to take the bus when really my parents drive me to
within a block. I told my parents that the Harrisons have a dog that goes crazy when a car pulls
up. The Harrisons don’t have a dog, and I’m tired of lying. What should I do?
--Troubled in Toledo
Dear Troubled: Get real, you idiot! The house always wins. Teach that little shit some
other game ─ poker, for instance ─ and cheat. You can buy marked cards at any novelty shop.
He’ll soon stop playing for money, and you will have a new skill.
Dear Little Miss Ethics: I have a fourteen-year-old daughter who constantly tells people
what to do. She’s forever giving out advice, bosses around her eight-year-old brother and is
generally a pain in the butt. She never does her homework without complaining and vanishes
whenever I want her to do something around the house. How can I get her to shape up without
destroying whatever tenuous relationship we have?
--Smarting in Schenectady
Aw, mom, cut it out!

His Place
- Pamela Blake
Out on the lake a trout turns,
leaving water circles edged in moonlight.
A growing breeze rattles
through the tops of pines,
animates a stand of shimmering Aspen,
settles among the reeds
cluttering the waters' edge.
Sitting here, we might be water, too.
Over the black mountain,
a crowd of stars rises, makes a ruckus in the sky;
but we are too far away to hear.
Our air is filled with water lapping, insects foraging;
a bullfrog’s croak, and silence.
Everything is watching, or being watched.

The Meaning of Life
- Robert Franz
ocean waves
crashing
onto empty winter beach

The Opinions of Others
- Patricia Tyrer
When the rain started, they were only halfway through the park. "Great," Helen sighed,
pulling the hood of her raincoat over her head. "Did you at least bring an umbrella?" she asked.
"Do I look like I brought an umbrella?" Victor retorted, his sparse hair now plastered to
the top of his head; the spray he used to cover his balding pate drizzling down the side of his
face, brown pools of dye settling in his ears.
"Just once, I'd like to get somewhere on time, just once," she repeated.
Victor was quiet, trying to keep up with Helen who'd taken off her heels and was now
clomping through the grass. "Do you have a hankie?" he asked.
"A hankie?"
"Yes. I'd like to dry off my head when we reach the hall," he said.
"Are you serious?" Helen asked. "Do you actually think we're still going?"
"Yes," he said. "The tickets are nonrefundable."
"Of course you're thinking of the money. Have you even thought about how I'll feel
showing up soaking wet in front of our friends?"
Victor was quiet for a moment. "We can get a cab back to the hotel," he offered.
"Now you're willing to get a cab," Helen said. "A little late, don't you think?”
Victor and Helen, married for nearly thirty years, had been having this and similar
arguments since their honeymoon. Everyone knew they were not well suited, but they had
nevertheless stayed together. They had no children, having substituted pets for progeny. Helen’s
Pekinese Madame Bovary showed great distain for Galileo, Victor’s Pug, for whom the feeling
was mutual. Helen and Victor each had their own bedroom, their own newspaper subscription,
The Times for Helen, The Journal for Victor, and their own daily routine. In fact, the only thing
they shared was the belief that they were happy and the delusion that others thought as well.
The next day, while sharing a delivered dinner, Helen asked, “Are you going to the
Andersons’ party?”
“Of course. Why would you ask that?”
“Just wondering. You seem rather disinterested lately.”
“How so?”
“This morning when I was telling you about Liza Anderson’s breast lift, you didn’t seem
at all interested.”
“Why would I be?” he asked, then added, “Maybe when I see them.” He picked up his
newspaper and began glancing at the front page. He could still see Helen out of the corner of his
eye. She appeared to be chewing on her fingernail.
“Are you actually chewing your nails?” he asked.
“Of course not! What’s gotten into you lately?”
“Gotten into me? You’re the one interested in Liza Anderson’s breast job and now you’re
chewing your nails. I saw you doing it.”
Helen rose and headed down the hall to her bedroom. “I’m finished with this
conversation,” she said, over her shoulder.
“Fine with me,” Victor said quietly.
“I heard that,” she said from the bedroom.
“Fine with me,” he repeated loudly.

The Andersons’ party went well. Victor made a point of admiring Liza’s new breasts and
made sure Helen was aware of his ogling. He stood next to Helen in the buffet line.
“Like fresh melons,” he said.
“What?” Helen asked looking over the extensive spread.
“Liza’s breasts,” he whispered.
“Good god, Victor. Don’t be so common.”
“You’re the one who accused me of showing no interest. Now that I’ve seen those lovely
silicone monuments to the glory of womanhood, I wanted you to know.”
“You’re an ass,” Helen said. She moved quickly through the line and crossed the room.
“Catherine,” she said, spying an old friend and former neighbor. “It’s been a while.”
“Good to see you, Helen,” she said, briefly embracing and air kissing each cheek, right to
left. “How’s Victor?”
“The same,” Helen said, “but older, cheaper, and gloomier.”
Catherine smiled. She’d known Helen and Victor for at least fifteen years, if not twenty,
and nothing, it seemed, had ever changed between them. Why they stayed together was a
mystery that most of their mutual friends had discussed at one time or another. Individually they
were nice people, but together, well, together they seemed hopelessly resigned. It was too bad
they didn’t have marriage interventions because Helen and Victor certainly could use one, she
thought.
“Too bad,” Catherine remarked. “Have you ever thought about counseling?”
“For Victor?” she asked. Without waiting for an answer she added, “He’d never spend
the money.”
“No, I meant marriage counseling. You know Mark and I went when we were first
married.”
“You had families to combine ─ a mutual interest.”
“That’s true,” Catherine nodded, “but I believe it made us much happier than we’d have
been otherwise.”
“Happiness is overrated,” Helen said. “Excuse me, would you, Catherine. I see Victor
reaching for some shrimp which he knows he’s not supposed to have. High cholesterol and all
that.”
Helen reached the end of the buffet table where Victor was filling his plate with cold,
boiled shrimp.
“Victor,” she began,” you’re not going to believe what Catherine just suggested.”
“What,” he answered, putting an entire shrimp in his mouth and biting off the tail.
“She thinks we should go to marriage counseling.”
“What for?”
“So we can be happy.”
“Overrated,” he said.
“That’s what I said.”
“Who’s she to be giving marital advice anyway; isn’t Mark the fourth husband?”
“Third,” she said. But for the rest of the evening, Catherine’s suggestion moved in and
out of her thoughts. By the time they were ready to leave, she’d decided to bring it up to Victor
on the walk home.
“Ready to go?” Victor asked.
“Yes,” she said, heading toward the bedroom where their coats were stashed.

walk.”

“I called a cab,” he said.
“A cab? What’s gotten into you?”
“I don’t know. Maybe I’m changing my ways,” he said.
“God, I hope not,” Helen laughed. Linking her arm in his she said, “Come on, dear, let’s

Lying With Mercutio
- Michelle Donahue
Donna and Skylar looked at the Burmese python at Edward’s Mammal and Reptile
Emporium. Little boys and their mothers crowded around the reptile cages. Feeding time. The
python was young, his body slender. An employee dangled a mouse, white and red-eyed, into the
reptile’s cage. Skylar held his mother’s hand; Donna felt it vibrating in anticipation. Skylar loved
reptiles. Already, his father, a herpetologist, had rubbed off on him. Skylar’s face was so close to
the cage that his nose almost touched the smooth glass surface. The snake’s tongue flicked
toward his eyes as if tasting the glass, as if tasting the sheen of Skylar’s green irises. The snake’s
dull brown and tan body now wrapped around the dead mouse, waiting, hungering.
“Look, mom, look!” Skylar screamed, as the snake began to unwrap his body, his jaw
dislocating open. The mouse fit inside perfectly. The snake gulped.
“Mom, can I have one? Please?”
The snake’s body twisted, the mouse-bulge visible beneath.
“It’s an invasive species, you know,” Donna said. Not many five-year olds knew what an
invasive species was, but, as always, Skylar was an exception.
“Only in the East, not here,” he said.
The snake stopped moving, its body stilled to digest the meal.
Not yet, Donna thought.
Invasive species (also exotic, alien): non-native species which spreads from a release point and
has a negative impact on an area. Often described by the three I’s: Introduction, Invasion,
Impact.
Introduction
In Florida, many careless owners release their too-large Burmese pythons into the wild. The
pythons make homes in disturbed patches of the Everglades.
Donna and Skylar walked from the Emporium in Claremont Village. The trees didn’t
know how to behave here. It was winter, late January, Christmas already a painful memory.
Elsewhere in the sprawling fingers of the country, people made nests, fortified forts of down
comforters, and commenced hibernation. Here the weather forecasted flip-flops, holed jean
shorts, or, for the more conservative, such as Donna, cotton capris. Skylar insisted on cotton
shorts printed with neon green alligators. Here, in Claremont, California, the trees blazed green
─ they held onto their chlorophyll as if the leaves were pirates and the chlorophyll gold. Skylar
could explain all about chlorophyll. Though most trees missed the fall memo, now a few
responded late, and their leaves shifted to autumn.
Misbehave: to act without regard for good manners or accepted moral standards.
It wasn’t good manners for the trees to be green when ice plagued half the country. It was
against moral standards for Donna and Skylar to eat handmade ice cream from Bert and Rocky’s
and walk glibly down the tree-lined sidewalks of Claremont, the self-proclaimed city of “trees
and PhDs.” Donna and Skylar had recently lost their PhD. Skylar’s dad had died two weeks ago,

so their glibness was an act on Donna’s part, and an attitude brought on by sugar for Skylar, a
tenacious boy not content with just ice cream.
“Dad said I could have a snake. He promised.”
Skylar had been saying Dad promised a lot lately. He had promised to bake a cake every
day, to build a tree house, to buy a full set of illustrated biology textbooks for kids. She’d caved
on the last one; she wasn’t one to object to learning materials. Even if they were $286 with tax
and shipping. Dad had also promised to buy him a telescope, a microscope, a magnifying glass.
She’d given in on those, too. It had been close to Christmas after all.
“He promised.” Skylar said. He had dirty blond hair, the color of Henry’s. Oh Henry.
Some days she was glad Skylar was so much like him.
That evening at the dinner table, night pressed through the window, reminding them of
that third, empty seat. Donna could hear leaves rustling, an unseen whisper.
“Mom. Dad promised me a snake. Python molurus bivittatus, please.” The molurus said
moluwus. Skylar’s R’s weren’t quite in yet.
She regretted those textbooks already. She couldn’t compete with the sponge-mind of a
five-year old. Or perhaps Henry had begun teaching him scientific names already. They would
start with snakes. It was hard raising a precocious boy. Harder still, now. It had been challenging,
sometimes, being married to a herpetologist. Going to grab some peas from the freezer and
instead grabbing frozen frogs.
“Henry, keep your dead amphibians in the garage freezer, please.” She had to say this
more than once. Also, “No reptiles with fangs longer than half an inch in the living room.” This
was one of the many household rules she created.
“He promised,” Skylar said.
Promise: an assurance that one will do a particular thing; an act that ensures something will
occur.
Donna thought about the nature of promises. She remembered two weeks ago: Henry,
heaving his duffle onto his right shoulder and saying, “You’ll get wrinkles from all the worrying
you do.”
“I have wrinkles already.”
He kissed her. It would only be three weeks. It would only be Florida. Only three weeks
of research about the effects of the invasive Burmese python on the Everglades. He never even
made it to the airport. A semi crashed into his car. At least it was an instant death. At least there
was no pain. At least. At least.
“It’ll go by fast, I promise,” Henry assured her before he left. His body slanted from the
weight of his duffle as he walked out and closed the door.
She suspected Skylar was lying about Henry’s promise to buy him a snake. Henry
certainly wouldn’t have approved of a Burmese python. But what was she going to tell Skylar?
That his father didn’t keep his promises?
The next morning, they drove to the Claremont Village and purchased the Python
molurus bivittatus. For herself, she purchased Some Crust Bakery’s “Sin City Torte”: chocolate
mousse, chocolate ganache, Heath Bar crunches.
Invasion

The Burmese python has no natural predators in the Everglades. It feasts on rodents and
multiplies too quickly for people to kill all the offspring. It is predicted to spread across the
South, its range reaching as far as California.
The snake was small, not yet a foot’s length, slim as her index finger and rather sweet as
it wound around her and crawled up her arm. Skylar screamed, his laugh infectious. “His name is
Mercutio.”
And there it was; her son was a bit of both her and Henry. She initially felt Skylar was
Henry’s alone. Every second Henry was home they would be outside, going on their backyard
safaris. Henry taught him taxonomy, how to catalog plants, insects, and especially reptiles and
amphibians. She was a writer who did medical freelance now, spending a lot of time doing
technical work, providing definitions, because that’s where the money was. Before money was as
important, she wrote plays.
She had found some old Wishbone VHS tapes at the library. She grew up with them with
a small dog that took on the persona of various classic literary characters. Strange, but somehow
comforting. Skylar loved them as much as she had. His favorite was Romeo and Juliet. His
favorite character was Mercutio.
“His death is so great!” he said every time he watched it.
Donna still did write plays, sometimes, when she had free time. As if she ever had free
time. As if time were ever free.
Free: not under the control or in the power of another; able to act as one wishes.
She had to buy frozen mice from the Emporium every week and keep the house the right
temperature because Skylar let Mercutio roam. When she tried to put the snake into his cage,
Skylar would ask, “Would you like to live in a cage, Mom?”
No. But a snake wasn’t a person. She tried to keep the snake caged, though Skylar was
sneaky and would let him out.
“Just don’t let him out at night,” she finally said. “It’s not safe.”
“Caged at night,” Skylar said sadly to the snake.
Donna felt imprisoned at night, alone in that California king bed. She was used to falling
asleep to Henry’s snores. Now, only silence.
She read Skylar’s How to Take Care of Deadly Snakes, which they had checked out from
the Claremont library. Skylar had found it misplaced in the adult fiction section. The library was
always misplacing books; Donna once found Shakespeare in the historical nonfiction section.
Donna read that if you treat a Burmese python correctly it could grow seven feet in one year.
She tried to purposefully mistreat it. “Don’t feed him Skylar, I just did,” she would lie,
sometimes. She suspected Skylar knew she was lying, and fed him anyway, on the sly.
Sometimes she adjusted the thermostat so it was in the mid-60s, not in the low 80s as the book
suggested. Skylar set up heat lamps around the house. He must’ve found the lamps in Henry’s
old boxes, stacked precariously like several leaning towers in the garage. They had a three-car
garage and room only for one car. That wasn’t so much a problem now.
That fall, Skylar entered first grade. It was the first time he’d be away for a full six hours;
kindergarten days were half days and sped by as if they were seconds.
As she dropped him off at Sycamore elementary, she thought there would be tears but

there weren’t. He said, “Bye, Mom,” and raced out of the car with his lime green backpack. He
held his magnifying glass; sunlight bounced off it and scattered among the green trees. Once
home, Donna took to her computer. She told herself the extra time would be nice; she’d be able
to get more freelancing in, and they needed the money. She’d been working less, spending every
hour with Skylar and his demanding and expensive pet.
Skylar wanted to be with the snake constantly. He read with it beside him, he took it
adventuring in the backyard. The snake stretched across the living room, and Donna tripped
trying to avoid it. Limping, she decided this was enough. “We can’t let Mercutio roam free. It’s
better for him to live in a cage.” She patted the snake, now as wide as her wrist and longer than
her arm.
It was fruitless. When Skylar tried to wedge the snake into his cage, he coiled around the
boy’s wrist and wouldn’t let go. The snake barely fit into the cage anyhow. So they bought a new
cage, three times the size, but the snake had already turned wild and now slept, stretched, on the
windowsill and hissed at passersby. Or he slept under the heat lamps by the couch. Donna was
tired and didn’t want to fight with him, or with Skylar, so she let him roam during the day. She
still insisted that he stay in his cage at night. Inside the cage would be the best place. The snake
was over three feet, and its fangs, though lacking poison, were long. She couldn’t sleep knowing
that the snake roamed free, even if her door was closed.
And yet, sometimes, ringing through the normal silence of night, was a tap, tap. A soft,
yet persistent sound. The sound of an escaped Burmese python hitting his tail against her closed
door. The first nights this happened, Donna thought she was imagining it. The sound occurred
only sporadically. Only one night a week at first. Then maybe two or three. Then, more. Finally,
when she was certain it was the snake, when she waited for it every night, waited with held
breath, she confronted Skylar. “Don’t let the snake out at night.”
“I don’t, Mom,” Skylar said. He was emphatic about his innocence.
But every night there was that tap, tap. The snake hated closed doors.
She checked the snake’s cage. It latched from the outside. It locked securely. Every
morning the cage was locked, and the snake was inside, asleep.
“Do you ever hear noises at night?” she asked her son. He was six now and had sprouted
a whole head’s height. Henry was tall, she was short, barely breaking five feet, so she was
pleased at Skylar’s early height.
“You mean snake noises?” Skylar said. “I never hear a thing.”
Donna grew increasingly suspicious. She imagined Skylar and the snake were in cahoots,
and they were planning something. But that was insane.
Insanity: the state of being seriously mentally ill; madness, extreme foolishness, irrationality.
The snake was five feet long the night she decided to embrace insanity. She had been
sleeping soundly in the silence. It was a crepuscular hour, the sun not yet up, but the darkness
thinning. Fragile light began to filter through the slit of her curtains. She shifted and felt
something rough and warm beside her. It could’ve been her husband’s skin. Well, almost. Henry.
Donna awoke to a sleeping snake, coiled under the covers to her left, where Henry once
slept. She felt she should scream but to what end? She wasn’t scared; she knew this snake, she
knew his poison had been removed and that this coiled position was that of relaxation and not
attack. And who would come running to save her if she screamed? Her six-year old son?

She laughed, instead. She moved, and the snake did, too. She felt its muscles tensing and
shifting. It was still early. She went back to sleep and slept more soundly that night than she had
any night since Henry’s car crash. She liked the weight beside her and, when Mercutio had been
under the warm blankets long enough, she liked his warmth. The next day she fed Mercutio a
big, fat rabbit.
That night, she stayed up late watching Scooby Doo cartoons with Skylar. They ate a
large bag of popcorn while Mercutio surveyed them from the couch, tongue occasionally flicking
from his mouth, helping him to smell, to taste the air. That night, she left her bedroom door open.
At first Donna worried about Skylar’s safety. Letting such a large snake roam free could
be dangerous. And yet Mercutio was so soft, so kind to Skylar. And Mercutio was Skylar’s only
real friend.
At Donna’s first parent teacher conference, Miss Crawley said Skylar kept to himself
mostly.
“I think he’s a little,” long pause, “enthusiastic for other kids.”
Donna didn’t like the idea that her son was a loner. Or too enthusiastic about the wrong
things. Perhaps even the other boys found his obsession with reptiles exhausting.
So Donna did what she knew she shouldn’t; she indulged and coddled. She allowed
Mercutio free reign of the house. She spent endless hours listening to Skylar read to her and
Mercutio from his Reptile Handbook. She took him to the park by the high school and slid down
the plastic slides. She built sandcastles with him. She let Skylar and Mercutio roam free in the
backyard, even though Mercutio was six feet and there were no fences.
They fell into a routine. Skylar leaving for school grew a little less painful every day. She
got more and more work done with Mercutio on the couch beside her.
One day, mid-January, just after winter break, she fed Mercutio two plump rabbits.
Mercutio liked his rabbits bigger and bigger. At first Donna had felt uneasy about feeding
Mercutio such large and cute mammals. Now, she didn’t blink an eye. After his meal, Mercutio
slithered up to her on the couch and coiled beside her. His skin was mottled, burnt brown and
deep chocolate. These colors comforted her.
Memories of Henry still visited her frequently. Sometimes she felt overwhelmed. She
was doing less medical freelance work and more ecology writing for non-profits. She found all
that science pleasing. It made her nostalgic, like wearing a pair of old jeans. While working for
an NGO on a FAQ sheet about endangered sea turtles, she heard Henry’s voice. Sea turtles’
gender is determined by temperature. Males like it cold, females like it hot.
“So, do you like it hot?” he’d ask before kissing her.
Hot: heated, too warm; sexy.
Donna was too warm beside Mercutio and the heat lamp next to the couch. Mercutio
made her warm. Henry had made her feel sexy.
It grew hot in Claremont. June crept up on them, the end of first grade looming so close
Donna and Skylar could see it, like the light at the end of a long tunnel. Both were pleased at the
opportunity the heat provided. Endless days outside by a pool, lazy and unworried. Mercutio
enjoyed this new warm weather, too. He spent hours outdoors stretched out on the cement by
their front door.

Impact
It is difficult to study the impact of an invasive species, especially the Burmese python, because it
is good at hiding, and most of the Everglades can only be reached by jet. However, scientists
have found significant decreases in raccoon populations in the Everglades since the python’s
invasion.
Neighbors started talking. Claremont was small enough to be incestuous. Everyone knew
their neighbors. You bumped into the same people downtown in the village. All the mothers took
their children to the same parks. And people talked. Behind cupped hands, whispers spread, like
the smog diffusing from Los Angeles.
Talk of Mercutio meandered through the town. Claremonters tended to be liberal and
open-minded enough, but a snake that large, left uncaged, left outside, brought the town to its
tipping point.
Skylar came home from school one day, crying.
“Mom! The others kids said their parents are forming a petition to make us get rid of
Mercutio!” He held onto her and wailed. He cried louder and longer than he had when she told
him about Henry’s death.
“Don’t worry,” she said. “No one’s taking him from us.” She didn’t think they legally
could, but she certainly wouldn’t let them.
The end of school came, uneventful but for the disappearance of a small dog. Five houses
down, the Samsons had a Pomeranian—an annoying, yappy thing that they walked daily.
Mercutio would always stick out his tongue and taste the air when they walked past.
The dog disappeared mysteriously. When the Samsons left it alone for a few minutes to
go in and get light jackets, it was gone when they returned. But coyotes in the area were common
enough.
“What’s the lump inside Mercutio, mom?” Skylar asked.
Donna had fed him three rabbits a few days ago. It was probably just that.
Donna brushed up on city law. Unless people could prove Mercutio was dangerous or
that she wasn’t taking proper care of him, which they couldn’t, they wouldn’t be able to take her
snake. She spoke at a town meeting on his behalf. She cried mid-speech and said the snake was
homage to Henry. As Henry had been widely loved, she squashed the anti-Mercutio petition
before it got started.
In early August, when Mercutio was nearly nine feet, he stopped eating. Worried, she
asked an expert why this could be. “Skylar, why isn’t our snake eating?”
Skylar looked up from the heating plate nesting an Erlenmeyer flask he was slowly
dropping hydrochloric acid into. He was seven now, and Donna judged him old enough to handle
weak acid. Only if he wore gloves, of course.
He looked at Mercutio, who was in the living room. Mercutio surveyed his co-habitants
from the couch.
“His eyes are a little blue, and his skin looks a little dull, don’t you think?”
Yes, she had noticed. The light brown was a little dusty looking.
”So?”
”So he’s probably going to shed soon.” He turned back to his experiment.

Mercutio had shed many times, but had never stopped eating before. “Are you sure?”
Skylar just nodded. She worried but Skylar seemed convinced. Mercutio was looking a
little pale, and she knew in people not eating meant illness or depression. She wondered if
Mercutio was depressed.
Depressed: Sad and gloomy, downcast; pressed down, lower.
Donna felt a little depressed. Henry had been the extrovert. He always pressed her to
attend college functions, to go to this and that get-together. She knew her friends through him.
With him gone, she had coiled into herself. She lived a small life, a life of her and Skylar and
Mercutio. Skylar, too, was sequestered. She wondered if he was depressed with only a mother
and a snake for company.
That night she ran her index finger down Mercutio’s back, pressed lightly, watched his
skin depress around his spine. She stroked him until she fell asleep. That morning she awoke to
find a long, crumbling skin in her bed ─ Mercutio’s ghost. She fingered it, liking its papery
touch.
Still, Mercutio wouldn’t eat. She went back to Edward’s Emporium and bought guinea
pigs as a temptation. He had loved guinea pigs when he was smaller but now he refused them.
Even Skylar was a little stumped. “Mom, I think it’s normal. I wouldn’t worry yet.” He
said wo-wy, his R’s still soft, despite weekly speech therapy.
The vet tech Donna talked to agreed. He said, “Give it a few more weeks.”
The next day, a Labrador from a few streets down disappeared. He got out and ran loose.
It was late when it happened, so again coyotes could have been the culprits. But a Labrador was
a little big for coyotes.
A few days after the Labrador incident, Skylar went back to school and started second
grade. He had new kids in his class.
“Did you meet any nice friends today?” she asked almost every day.
“Nah, mom,” he’d answer, as he pet Mercutio and popped upon a science book. Mercutio
still wasn’t eating, although his midsection bulged curiously.
Every night, Donna stroked the snake to sleep. They grew closer. They always touched,
his coiled body touching her side. One night, though, Mercutio didn’t sleep coiled but stretched
out alongside her. He was several feet longer than she and boasted almost a foot of girth.
Please eat, she whispered to him.
He began sleeping like this every night. No longer coiled but stretched.
Early October, Miss Kendall, Skylar’s second grade teacher, called Donna into her office
for a parent-teacher conference.
“We should talk about Skylar. He’s brilliant,” she said. “But ─”
“But he doesn’t have friends.”
Miss Kendall’s foot, clad in a hot pink pump, shook up, down, up. “Exactly. Have you
tried ─”
“No, he’s fine.”
Skylar always seemed so content at home. He was special, that was all. She fell into the
typical parental trap; she refused to see her son’s flaws.
“You’re happy, aren’t you?” she asked him.
“I’m worried about Mercutio,” he said in response. “He’s still not eating.”

She knew. But he was still growing.
The next day, when Skylar was at school, she decided to call the vet again and re-explain
the situation.
“Has anything changed recently?” It was a man’s voice.
She looked at Mercutio across the room on the couch. “Well, he sleeps next to me, only
recently he sleeps stretched out not coiled.”
Whirring, white noise from the other end harassed her phone’s speaker. “How big is your
snake?” the man asked.
“About nine or ten feet.”
Silence on the other end. Not even white noise.
“Miss, I’ll send someone over immediately.”
Mercutio lay coiled on the couch in the bright, yellow living room. Sun from the window
lit the room with warmth. Mercutio looked fine, not ill, his eyes were bright.
“Will he be okay?”
She heard the man inhale.
“We need to euthanize him. Now. A snake that big that lies next to you, as yours does, is
measuring you. It’s measuring when it’ll be big enough to swallow you.”
The snake slithered from the couch, his massive body slowly slinking from the red
cushion. Half of his body sat on the carpet in the sun from the window, the rest on the couch.
Mercutio moved slowly, coiling off the couch.
”That snake is deadly. My vet techs are on their way.”
Deadly: aiming to kill or destroy; excruciatingly boring.
That snake is deadly. After Donna heard these words, she dropped the phone, walked
slowly from her house, closed the door, and then ran. Her bare feet pounded the sidewalk and
stung. There hadn’t been time for shoes. And still she ran. She ran until her lungs couldn’t take
it, and she collapsed in the shade of a gnarled oak.
That snake is deadly. Perhaps she had already known this. Perhaps she knew this when
the first dog disappeared, or else, before, when he crawled into her bed, when he tapped on her
door, when he first entered her house. It happened so suddenly, so gradually. Life grew too
lonely and too boring.
Donna and Skylar sat in the middle of the room. Skylar hunched in her lap, his face
buried in her chest. Donna looked out the window at the trees only beginning to change to fall
colors. Still so green, still misbehaving as winter encroached. Skylar cried with gusto ─ big, epic,
unchecked wails that only a young child could cry. Donna was silent. There was sadness, and
there was shame.
They still felt Mercutio’s presence. The empty space, Henry’s heat lamps scattered
around the room. But it was more than this. The house sat, empty. The emptiness filled Donna
and Skylar. They walked around the house on tiptoes, as if they didn’t really belong there. Donna
slept in Skylar’s bed, and they told each other stories late into the night. They took long walks in
the scattered light from trees, and they went to parks. Donna brought games, and a few children
reluctantly approached them to play. But still, the tears came. Still that emptiness.
Several weeks later, they sat together in the living room and looked through a photo
album of their family, as it once was. A photo of Skylar and Henry, both wearing Mickey Mouse

hats at Disneyland. Skylar and Henry together outside with a frog, playing with snow on the top
of Mount Baldy, hiking through the chaparral.
“We need more pictures. Of you and me, Mom,” Skylar said. “And maybe some friends.”
He spoke cleanly, the R in friends strong and sharp.

Short-Grass/Tall-Grass
- Jacob Euteneur
In the land without trees, all the squirrels starve, and the people who live there tally the bodies
with permanent marker on paper made of grass each blade cut, lined and layered, each blade a
millimeter wide and a micrometer thick. Before the colonists arrived, a squirrel could travel
across Pennsylvania, branch to hanging branch, without ever setting foot on the ground, but this
is nothing compared to the expanse a squirrel could run across the plains without ever seeing a
ponderosa or pine ─ only prairie.
In the land without the trees, the people who live there have nothing to compare themselves to,
no objects save themselves with which to judge a distance or a height. It is all flat and covered
with grass and when it gets as high as their heads, they cut it down and put it in rows and bind it
together. Its sweet scent splayed across the plains. With the grass back at their ankles and the sky
stretched out from one horizon to the other, their world becomes a globe as the eyes in their
heads crane from one end to the other until they are bent over backwards staring at where they
started.
In the land without trees, a bush becomes something mighty and the people there use them as a
frame of reference. They remember when they were one bush tall and caught crawdads in the
creeks and fed them to raccoons as they marveled at their almost-human hands. They remember
being two bushes tall and working to thatching the grass together to make the sheets to record the
squirrels starved of acorns and a proper place to nest. At three bushes tall, they wondered why
the squirrels came there in the first place, and by the time they were four bushes tall, they
realized how mighty it all was and how good it felt to stand over all around them, the way a
squirrel must feel on an anthill, the way an ant must feel among amoeba, the way the Creator
feels every morning.

Of Being Invisible
- Donna Villareal
No word
Online about our words.
Here and there
I search for a sign
A
Sign
Please, to confirm
I was there and said that, and yes, we did that ─
Ratting out some hidden meaning or subconscious slip that might
Ease my disease
On your paper trail, wishing for the
Nature trail we haven’t walked.
Looking at the Rorschach blog, and what I see is ─ not me.
Yet, as I look between the
Words, into the spaces
Is that me, there in those places? Yes, maybe I
See a
Hint undermined
Between the noun and the verb, after the I, not far from the
U…living in the spaces between the words
Invisible
Lonely
Delicate
Breathe at the comma,
And reaching a full stop.
This must mean something,
I lie.
Reading
Into the
Places I am not
What does it matter if I loved you
Only in that
Unimportant, unNamed space?

Propeller
- Denny Marshall
Ceiling fan shadows
Repeating like a gray strobe
Pulse like a heartbeat

Long Electric Journey
- Denny E. Marshall

The Game
- Phyllis Woloshin
Starting the Game
While getting my house in order, I ran across a photo of my granddaughter
concentrating on polishing her toes. She was about two years old, sitting on the floor, so
deeply focused that her tongue poked slightly through her lips as she pushed the little
brush along her large toe. It was an endearing, telling photo. She is now twenty and
considering a career in fashion.
The picture reminded me of earlier times when I sat outside my daughter’s room
and listened to her play with her dolls. I marveled at her creativity. She gave them great
names: Peter Pullerbaum was the boy; the girls were Caroline Flazey and Constance
Dudas. Today she is the author of two published novels with another on the way. She
calls them my grandbooks.
My good-natured son, at fifty, retains friendships with pals from third grade. His
affability afforded him work with international companies all over the world. With
hindsight I believe it is possible to see the adult in the child. It’s tricky; what I once
thought was social attention deficit disorder was really a curious, pleasant nature. It’s all
there to begin with.
In 1970 an experiment tried to determine whether newborns have inherent
personality traits. Infants were placed on the floor, and a colorful, bouncy toy suspended
over each was released suddenly. Some children were startled and began to cry; some
looked on with curiosity; some giggled playfully and reached for the toy. A psychiatrist
friend explained the reactions with a hypothetical: suppose you had toddler triplets who
you brought to a restaurant. You ordered fish for each (remember, this is a hypothetical)
and each choked on a small bone. The first grows up and never eats fish, the second
never eats in restaurants, and the third adult spits out any bone and continues her meal.
There is no accounting for these differences in individuals or...is there? Is it possible that
early on we have unique ways of responding to the world and that we are born with
distinct personalities? Most of us would want to have a child who giggles; we would love
not to break out in sweats when fish is served or as we passed a restaurant. Wouldn’t it be
wonderful to have kids who didn’t cower at thunderstorms, run screaming from little
flying things, or just loved vegetables? Why can’t we train them out of heebie-jeebies?
I envy those who seem to have a handle on themselves early on, who appear to
have direct trajectories that propel their lives forward. From polishing toenails to naming
dolls, the path was settled when my two were very young. They seemed to know and act
on exactly who they are. Others of us poke around at various things in order to see what
might work.
I was once convinced that by the time I graduated high school I would make my
way in life as a dental hygienist, make a nice salary, marry a college-educated man with a
promising future and have six kids who would be easily raised and who would gladly
take care of me in my old age. Had I followed that path, it would have been okay.
Instead, I walked into my first philosophy class at Northwestern night school. Bye-bye,
floss and gum massagers. Hello, seven years of how many angels can dance on the head
of a pin. It was pretty heady stuff. How could I have dreamed of a career in something I

never knew existed? Of course, the handsome, tweed-jacketed, leather-elbow-patches,
grey-haired, pipe-smoking professor didn’t hurt my decision. Or was it really my
decision?
Aristotle says in The Metaphysics that a thing is made of a “stuff” (ousia) which
dictates what it will come to be or is in its inherent nature. The goal or end of something
is already within the nature of the thing from its beginning. For example, the question of
what comes first, the chicken or the egg, is clear for Aristotle – it is the chicken because
the “stuff” or nature of the egg wouldn’t know what to turn into without the model of the
fully developed chicken.
If something is prevented from becoming what its “stuff” dictates, the result
would be incorrect for that thing and would create unhappiness. This concept also acts as
the foundation for Aristotle’s Ethics. When the scheme is working, harmony or happiness
is the result. For Aristotle happiness is partially defined as achieving the greatest potential
possible by being in harmony with the nature of the thing. The system is tight and
dynamic, requiring a thing to keep evolving into its appropriate potential as fully as
possible.
Have another look at Shel Silverstein’s Giving Tree. I never liked this story and
never read it to my children. I felt the tree was exploited beyond its own nature. In the
end the tree became a stump for an old man to sit on. The critical question would be, “Is
the old man happy?” He didn’t seem to do anything at all for himself.
A college friend of mine was strongly encouraged by his father to go to medical
school. He was miserable during that first year. His grades were poor. He was grumpy
most of the time. One day, while walking through the engineering campus, he saw a
contest announcement: design a piece of furniture to hold a clunky 1950’s television set.
For fun, he entered. He won. He graduated with a degree in psychology but went on to
become the chief industrial designer for a major electronics firm ─ as happy a person as
could be.
Aristotle taught that to go against the nature of your nature is a bad policy. Doing
so will not produce a good life. The acorn cannot become a chicken. But sometimes we
can sprinkle a little chicken feed under the tree.
Playing the Game
Mortimer Adler made a film about Aristotle in which he explains how
metaphysics impacts on ethics. He speaks of a football game, well matched and tied after
the second quarter: “One cannot say, however, it is a good game, only that it is becoming
a good game.” That is, the game has only been played half way through, we don’t know
yet if it is a good game ─ only that it is’ becoming ‘a good one just like an acorn.
Within its nature the acorn has the possibility of becoming an oak tree; along the
way it can be food for a squirrel, it can also become toothpicks, or it can be furniture,
firewood, flooring, a sculpture or shade on a hot summer’s day. All of these are
appropriate to the ‘stuff’ of the acorn and thus each outcome could be ‘good.’ For people,
however it’s trickier. “Who am I?” “Where am I going?” are the angst-ridden questions
plaguing our existence. But there is more. One can’t live a good life if there aren’t also
the components of reasonable wealth, health, living in a good state, and having friends.

Ending the Game
If Adler was right, the time to reflect on the excellence of the game is when it’s
over. As I look around, I think about my friends who are gone and what they meant to
me. Mostly I think about what was unique about each of them. Did they play the game
well? What does the scoreboard look like? What lessons did I learn from having these
particular people as friends?
A colleague of mine lost her husband about twenty years ago. Both were literature
professors who surrounded themselves and their lives with story. Each year, on the
anniversary of his death, she gets a couple of buckets of Kentucky Fried Chicken and
meets her extended family at his gravesite, where they picnic and tell stories of
dad/grandpa. The great-grandchildren come, too. They didn’t know him ─ but they will.
Storytelling breathes new life into each generation in this family. It passes on who they
essentially were as couple-storytellers. What a great game that was/is becoming. It’s a
wonderful way to commemorate a life.
A friend’s wife died. I have known both of them since I was nineteen. I felt
compelled to write to him about what she meant to me:
All day today I have had flashes of Helene’s face in front of me. She was the nicest
person I have ever known...How fortunate we all were to share in her wonderful
disposition. I have so many fond memories of her ─ talking about the girls ─ what they
were going to wear to parties, to graduation, who they were dating and how fond she was
of their ultimate choices. I can hear her laugh and see the obvious pleasure she took in
our children’s children. All those little things that count up for a life well lived…We will
live in a much sadder world without her.
At the cemetery, another friend said she remembered Helene in kindergarten.
Always with a smile and fresh hair ribbons. It seems to me these were each good lives,
lived well and fully. Both were true to themselves and to their own natures.
On the other hand, a frenemy of mine recently died. We had an on-again, offagain relationship for over forty years. She came to the Chicago at eighteen from a
prestigious science high school in New York. Her intent was to enter medicine at the
University of Chicago where she had already been accepted. That same year she met and
married. The following year she had a baby, the year after that she was hospitalized. The
psychiatric advice at the time for women was, “We’ll get you right as rain. In a few
months you’ll be back with your husband and children and be a happy mamma.” She
was medicated the rest of her life. I don’t mean to simplify her issues but being
unfulfilled was certainly a big factor in her persistent unhappiness. Leaving the cemetery,
several people commented on how she never seemed to get herself together and how
difficult it was to have her as a friend ─ but on her good days she was amazing.
My neighbors acquired an adorable beagle. He is about a year old, abandoned by
its former owner. I know why. Well, I don’t know but I can hazard a good guess. This
dog bays. His ooowwwwooooo can drive you nuts. He gets especially noisy when he’s
left alone. Beagles are hunters, bred to make noise and for spotting quarry. Their baying
is unique in dogdom to indicate the sighting. Knowing the nature of the breed of dog is
essential to living with it happily. Wishing it weren’t what it is by its very nature won’t

make it so. Allowing things their own true nature is precious.
The people I have known who I felt lived well left me with a gift emanating from
their friendships. I think of them with pleasure. They live in me because of how well they
played the game. My one friend just didn’t make it and that leaves me with a different
kind of gift. I hear her baying deep down inside me, and the sound tells me, “Don’t
abandon me. I will point the way. Don’t waste the future.”

Waiting for the Parade
- Richard Luftig
It didn’t come yesterday
and the guy in charge
just told me it won’t be here
today. He said the morning
has to be perfect with just
a hint of trail-high clouds
and the exact, right mixture
of sunlight and shade.
He said that today came close
but, in the end, the winds out
of Missouri were just a breath
too strong and the air in Iowa
held the too-great prospect of rain.
Meanwhile, while I was not paying attention,
a foal was born in the pastureland
and my neighbor gave birth to twins.
Five blue-speckled robin eggs appeared
in the aspen outside my window,
the jays in the pines decided
that the family of squatter crows
had to go, and the mid-afternoon sun
warmed my fish pond into a sparrow spa.
And still, I wait: not daring
to budge from this choice,
parade-watching spot here at the curb,
praying for that perfect day yet
to appear, and looking into the horizon,
listening as best I can for those first,
promised strains of far-off brass.

Why I Love the South
- Patricia Thomas
I’ve lived in southern California for over twenty-five years. I moved here to get as far
from the South as I could. Why? Well, I didn’t like small town life in Alabama where I was born
and lived for twenty-two years and where everyone knows your name, so to speak. I didn’t like
the slow pace of life and the lack of action. I had no patience for sitting on the porch and chatting
with neighbors about nothing. I wanted to see more of the world, and, like many people who
come to California, I liked the idea of being anonymous.
It’s easy to blend in. In my part of California, it’s unusual to even know your neighbors
much less anyone else in town. No one knows what you do or cares. Everyone is in a hurry; the
freeways are crowded day and night, and there are events for every interest or hobby:
symphonies, museums, operas, theater, concerts for every musical genre, professional sports.
You name it, we have it. Plus the beaches and the mountains are close by. You can swim in the
Pacific in the morning and spend the night in the San Bernardino Mountains or even Las Vegas.
You can eat food from around the world: Thailand, Vietnam, China, Germany, Ethiopia, Japan,
the Caribbean, and of course, Spanish and Italian. Variety and choice are abundant in every
aspect of life. It’s enough to make your head swim.
And yet I still go back to the South now and then. I recently took my son there for his
orientation to the small college he will attend in the fall. The campus was lovely ─ ivy-covered,
white-columned brick buildings, pink-and-white crepe myrtle trees lining the walkways. The air
was steamy hot with a humidity hovering around eighty. When you stepped outside the sun was
a hammer, and you were the anvil. That’s why Southern ladies have such dewy complexions, and
one reason they always look young and pleasant. The other reason: they don’t mind smiling
whenever they feel like it. In other words, they don’t cultivate attitude.
Truth be told, my love for the South is rekindled by brief exposures to its people and their
culture. For example, the ladies wear hats. I love hats! Why did they ever go out of style? I went
to church with my son while I was there. Most of the ladies in attendance wore big-brimmed,
beautiful hats, not the barely-there hats I sometimes see in church in California, but HATS. You
notice them, and you’re meant to. One middle-aged lady had on a big, black, straw hat with a
large brim that matched her black-and-white checkered dress and her high heels. Stunning!
Another elderly lady sported a red straw hat with a white felt strip around the brim which she
wore with a white, sleeveless, long linen dress. She could stop traffic in that outfit. Those ladies
had style!
The food is the best. One day we happened to find a place where people go for Sunday
dinner after church. It was a cornucopia of culinary delights: fried chicken, fried okra (my
favorite), macaroni and cheese, chicken fried steak, mashed potatoes, black eyed peas, and
cornbread and biscuits that melt in your mouth. And for dessert: peach cobbler fresh out of the
oven. Plus all the sweet iced tea you could drink! Why doesn’t everyone make coconut cake,
caramel cake or red velvet cake? I would trade a slice of my grandmother’s caramel cake for a
dish of tiramisu or Crème Brule anytime.
The slow pace of life. No one is in a hurry. There’s space and time for a person to think,
to just be. One reason is the heat. When it’s 95° and 85% humidity, you just don’t feel like
moving around too much. No freeways, no traffic to speak of, no crowds everywhere. You don’t
have to stand in line wherever you go; drive anywhere you want and park right in front of any
downtown store instead of searching for a parking lot and walking a mile.

The friendliness and kindness. When you ask for help, it is not unusual for the
salesperson to stop what she’s doing and lead you to what you need. And I love the way
everyone, from the waitresses to the store clerks, call you “honey” or “sweetie,” no matter your
age. It’s just what they do. “Why, just follow me, honey, and I’ll show you where the peanuts
are.” People honestly want to know where you’re from. “So where are you folks from, honey?”
“I have a cousin from Alabama, maybe you know her?” They are sincere and welcoming to
all. At church one nice lady brought my son and me up to the front of the parish hall and
introduced us to the whole congregation. “Welcome! We hope you’ll come back and see us next
Sunday.”
The openness and lack of pretense. No one cares how much your handbag cost or who
designed your shoes. It’s an equal playing field. You are not judged by the cost of your
possessions, but by your level of friendliness and ability and willingness to chat about anything
or nothing. It’s a gift I value. When you start a conversation with a stranger about the weather,
you’re really honoring the humanity in each other and celebrating the gift of life, as if to say,
“Isn’t it great to be alive? Don’t you agree?” It makes you feel good and puts a smile on your
face.
The wrap around porches, swings and rocking chairs. Many houses in the South have a
porch that stretches around the front of the house or, in some cases, all the way around. People
sit out there when the weather cools off in the evening, rock or swing, drink iced tea and talk to
any neighbors who happen to pass by. They make time for each other and pass the time together.
What a civilized habit. The next house I buy will have a big porch with a swing, so I can sit and
watch the world go by.
Now I do realize that the South is not perfect lest you think I’m a hopeless Pollyanna.
But what place doesn’t have a history people would rather not be reminded of? I grew up during
the Civil Rights movement, so I know about the South’s ugly past. I am old enough to remember
separate drinking fountains and separate but equal schools. When I attended Auburn University,
I had one black friend, the only black man I ever met there. But the South has progressed. For
example, half the congregation at the church I attended was black. The college my son will
attend is one-quarter black.
As for me, I guess I have come full circle. The place I desperately wanted to escape now
looks better and better every year. Maybe I’m just getting old or maybe Thomas Wolfe was
wrong. Maybe you can go home again. Yes, California has much to offer, and I still live there.
But I’m looking forward to my next visit to the South, which I have come to see will always be
home.

Words of Advice
- Adam Restinow
As her husband Sam turned off the rental car’s engine, Miranda unclasped her
seat belt. She advocated personal safety and was harsh with drivers who ignored the rules
of the road. At the moment a visitor to Chicago, her opinion of the locals congesting the
highways was, “Deaf and dumb.” Yet, in Omaha, her hometown, she received numerous
tickets for driving too slow for conditions.
Miranda, her face resembling Raggedy Ann, pivoted her ample body toward the
two women examining their makeup in the back. Tess aged twenty-eight and Lara thirty,
paused and girded for the forthcoming lecture. They were expressionless so as to
encourage a minimal speech ─ despite the irritating habit of calling them “girls,” Miranda
was their mother, and certain rituals were respected.
“Now, girls,” Miranda began, “this is your grandmother’s eightieth birthday. And
while I hope she lives to be a hundred, I count every day she’s alive and well as a
blessing from God. She is physically and mentally frail, and I think it’s just a matter of
time before she’s in a retirement home. Of course, it’s all downhill from there.” The
daughters, no less prayerful for their grandmother’s health, remained stolid.
“I want today to be free of stress – Lara, no bickering, Tess, no sarcastic remarks.
I want us to be happy and to make her happy. Your grandmother recognizes and
appreciates good manners. Tell her how much you love her. Tell her how attractive she
looks; she may be old and sometimes dowdy, but she still likes a compliment. And do not
under any circumstances remind her of your grandfather. He hasn’t been dead that long,
and I know she still grieves. Finally, I’m sure she’ll serve something light, probably just
coffee and store-bought cookies. Whatever it is, it is not significant or to be commented
on. Well, that’s that, let’s go.”
Caesar entering Rome aboard his chariot was not so grand as Miranda swinging
her purse, swiveling her auburn-colored head, and marching across the parking lot toward
her mother’s condominium. Sam and the daughters, hurrying behind like baggage porters,
exchanged smiles of tolerance. Tess, she with the sharpest tongue, sang sotto voce,
“Manda, Manda, tell me the answer true. Will you love me when I’m old and blue?”
Rachel, thin and erect, welcomed them wearing a crisp blue blouse and a dove
gray skirt. Her white hair framed a tanned face wrinkled with lines of wisdom and grace.
This was a face which understood the nature of things. Two hours later, after
complements, gifts, and surface conversation, Miranda and her family sang, “Happy
birthday, dear mother, happy birthday to you!” Then Miranda shouted, “Now blow out
the candles.”
Rachel smiled at her daughter. She really can be a joy, she thought. Obnoxious,
overbearing and opinionated at times, but still a joy. I’ve seen that blue dress before, but
it fits better now; she must have lost weight. Still, she could lose more. Just enough
makeup, not too much jewelry. Of course there were those belligerent teenage years, and
coping with her insecurity about finding a husband was especially difficult, but I believe
she is happy. And with that, Rachel leaned forward and blew out the eight pink candles
on her cake. Applause, applause. Rachel, in response, clasped her arms over her head and

gave a victory “Hurrah!”
Rachel’s condominium was a one-bedroom unit nestled in a complex with a
heated swimming pool, tennis courts, and walking paths. The annuity her husband Walter
had established before he died plus her teacher’s pension covered all expenses and left
her with funds and time for travel, restaurants, and small delights. Indeed, the still-warm
carrot cake with lemon icing that Miranda was now serving had come from Rachel’s
kitchen.
“This is delicious, Mother,” Miranda said, touching Rachel on her hand. “But you
shouldn’t have baked for your own birthday. I would have brought something from
home.”
While Rachel appreciated the good intention, she was thankful that she had not
asked Miranda for the favor. She disliked being in anyone’s debt, especially her
daughter’s. Then, too, Rachel was a firm believer in the saying that the best is none too
good. Her daughter lived by a different adage: good gravy covers a lot of sins. Rachel
shook her head. “Thank you for the thought. Just negotiating through O’Hare was
struggle enough for you without the worry of balancing some baked good. Besides, I
haven’t made a cake from scratch in years. Doing so gave me a chance to confirm that I
still had the touch. I do hope everyone will have seconds.” Sam and the children, unused
to such goodness and already well into a next helping, nodded their heads in appreciation.
Miranda glared at her husband and declined.
While the others ate, Rachel spoke to Miranda. “You know, I’m in better shape
than when your father was alive. Since I have only myself to care for, I use the health
club almost daily, and I walk with my neighbors for three miles at least four times a
week. My diet has improved – more fruits and vegetables. What about you, dear? Are
you taking care of yourself?”
“Well,” Miranda said with a blush, “I suppose I should be on some sort of plan.
I’ve lost a little, but when you travel as much as I do, it’s hard to keep off the pounds.
You do look a lot better since father died. Oh, I’m sorry, that didn’t come out right. You
know what I mean.”
Rachel smiled. “Of course, I do. Taking care of Walter was hard on me, but we
had our good years. But that was once upon a time, as the fairy tales say. Being together
like this, seeing Tess and Lara so mature, able to converse intelligently, and in careers, is
simply wonderful. I know I’m not supposed to ask, but is either of them dating seriously?
You must be proud of them.”
Basking in her mother’s praise, Miranda forgot her earlier harangue. “Why, yes,
they did turn out well. And, no, there aren’t any weddings on the horizon.”
Three days after the party, Miranda received the following letter.
Miranda,

May 2

Thank you for our time together. That you came and sat with me fills with me
with joy. Mingling with family is a warming experience; the gifts, while unnecessary,
were thoughtful. I am mindful that you flew to be here - not an easy task; I am sure it was
a financial strain. I shall always remember your presence and that of your family.

I believe you will be interested in learning of the birthday gift I have given
myself. As of today my telephone service is discontinued. This is done at my request, not
because of delinquency in paying my monthly bill. And while I am delighted to save the
exorbitant amount I am charged, my real purpose is to force myself to resurrect and refine
my correspondence skills.
Years ago I taught high school students how to write complete sentences and
paragraphs. Perhaps one or two of them still do. Regardless, I am old enough and
stubborn enough to practice what I once preached. Therefore, I will communicate with
you, with my friends, and with various establishments via the mail. The telephone has its
place in the business world but is of no value to me. Fortunately, my penmanship
remains legible, my mind can still focus, and I believe I will find writing refreshing.
In anticipation of your outcries, my doctor, her hospital, my neighbors, and our
security men all have your and Sam’s home and work phone numbers. In addition, I am
not so foolish as to think I have covered every contingency. Therefore, for the first two
months I will call you every other Sunday from the pay phone in the lobby to report on
my progress and to hear your sigh of relief.
I am excited. I look forward to crafting an artful letter, but I am curious as to the
nature and quality of the response. I read that most Americans have never written a
personal letter, put pen and ink to paper (God save us from e-mail), some only during the
holidays; I hope a few will respond to my challenge.
Love,
Mother
Mother,

May 3

Thank you for your “Thank You” note. You always do the socially proper thing.
If you had mentioned your decision at the party, I wouldn’t be typing this letter.
We would have discussed the matter, and you would have realized how foolish you
were being. How can you possibly survive without a telephone?
These are not the days of the pioneers. What if I have an emergency and want to
reach you? I know the children rarely call, but what if they wanted to? Your action is
really very inconsiderate.
While I’m sure your writing skills will improve with each letter you create, they
are dated skills. Why resurrect an old talent? I’m sure you once rode a bicycle, but at
your age you’re not about to start training for a ride across America. Mother, people
don’t write letters anymore because they have better things to do with their time. And, in
case you’re wondering, this was done on a computer as actual writing would probably
injure my hand and wrist.
Father would never have allowed this. Please call me.
Love,
Miranda

Dear Miranda,

May 6

I did not mention my plan at the party as I knew it would cause dissension. Social
gatherings, especially when family is present, should not be marred by strife. Words are
said which may be forgiven but are never forgotten. Similarly, I urge you to be
considerate and reasoned when you write. I detected hostility and condescension in your
letter, which I hope is not the case.
My previous letter suggested that, in my opinion, letter writing is good for the
soul and that telephones are useful for ordering pizza. You may disagree but hold your
tongue, or keyboard in this case, until you have some facts on your side.
Initially a novelty, the telephone was not a widespread form of communication
until early in the twentieth century. Even then it was only used commercially.
Generations of people, including your immigrant grandmother, survived without one.
They did so because they could not afford one or reliable service was not available or
because they preferred to communicate face to face or through writing. I hope to excel in
this last category, one that requires sensitivity and judgment.
In regards to emergencies, as your mother I remind you that you are fifty-five and
are capable of handling any catastrophe that should arise in your household. Your
husband and children are by your side, the umbilical cord was cut long ago, and, frankly,
I have my own life to live. And, as your mother, allow me to exercise the prerogative of
knowing what is best for my children: tolerance, patience, and being other-centered.
My writing skills are rusty; the bustle and the corset are dated. I believe scaling
off the rust is an excellent use of my time.
Yes, yes, I know if your father were alive, my act would be impossible, but he is
dead a year, and I am becoming adept at the art of living alone. I am a crusader for the
written word. Walter cherished the human voice, actually looking forward to
telemarketers. Not that he ever purchased anything but he so enjoyed the opportunity to
converse and to learn about the human condition.
He would always feign interest in the product. Then, when the caller was excited
about the prospect of a sale, Walter would ask for a moment to think about the offer.
Pretending to think out loud, he would steer the conversation toward the personal. What
was the caller’s name? What did she, invariably it was a she, think of the product? Did
she like her job? What was her home like? Did she have a family? What were they like?
Was she happy? I called him Drummer, the universal name for a salesman, because he
sold workday relief to so many. No one seemed to mind when he decided not to buy.
Walter elicited stories of hardship, desperation, and despair. People spoke of
achievement, visions, and meals around a Formica kitchen table. He cherished these
stories and retold them to me during our neighborhood walks. Many of his electronic
friends would call to let him know that they had a new job, a baby, or that they were just
alive and well. I have his address book naming these people and providing short
biographies; they will be among the first to receive my letters.
By the way, your letter is somewhat disjointed. As we will converse in print, try

for paragraphs that have a beginning, middle, and end and for a more logical flow
between paragraphs.
Love,
Your Mother
Dear Mother,

May 9

Point taken and agreed to; I was a bit short with you. Though I do not have your
letter-writing skill, I thought my words well chosen. Apparently I am not producing Alevel work in either content or tone. I will atone.
Judging by the length of your letter, I sense a strong need for self-expression. And
I concede that I should be able to solve my own problems, although what’s a mother for?
Anyway, I never would have suspected father of being so devious. I guess I didn’t know
him as well as I thought.
Nevertheless, as regards your anti-phone philosophy, please talk to your friends in
the complex. You must have many. Tell them what you’re doing; ask them if they would
do the same. I’m sure they will be amused, even intrigued, but they will not surrender
their phones.
By the way, I will pay for your phone even though you may use it as a
paperweight.
Love,
Miranda
Dear Miranda,

May 11

Eighty is a grand age. You can voice opinions without giving offense. Those who
agree with you respect the knowledge you have accrued over time. Those who disagree
think you are a doddering oldster who should be humored. As you fall into the latter
category, humor me.
First, what I do or not do is my business, not my friends’. They have their own
issues to resolve. I am choosing to adjust my life according to my talents and desires.
What is so difficult to understand? You are attempting to micromanage my life from a
distance. Cease and desist.
Second, I do not need or want a charity telephone.
Third, your most precious asset is time. Use it well. Take time to interpret my
letters and take time to write, not type, your own; escape into the world of ideas. You will
be the better for it.
Love,
Mother
Mother,

May 13

Always the diplomat. I took your advice and interpreted your letter. You don’t
want to hurt my feelings, but I see that I am the problem.
You are lonely. I apologize that I haven’t visited you as much as I should and that
I haven’t had you here since father’s death. Well, let’s change that. Let me know what
weekend works best for you, and I’ll be there. We can talk, shop, eat out, whatever you
like. We can just walk in your park if that would satisfy your need for face-to-face
communication. I am so sorry.
Miranda
Miranda,

May 16

Removing my phone was not a cry for personal attention, though a psychologist
might suggest otherwise. Your absence is not a problem. Oh, there were days when your
father was dying that I turned away and grieved for a you who was not there. Today,
however, my memories of the time Walter and I spent together suffice. I am alone now,
but I am not lonely. I hope you appreciate the distinction.
I am blessed; I am immersed in a mélange of ages, races, and cultures. And I so
enjoy the children. You forget how creative humans can be until you see children playing
in a sandbox. I enjoy the sound of the human voice, especially when I can see the person
talking. That same voice delivered via a microphone into my ear is devolved of feeling.
So please, please visit when you can, converse with me in quiet tones, but do not believe
I am a stranger in a strange land.
Rachel
Mother,

May 20

A different argument: the telephone provides spontaneity. With a telephone, you
can decide to talk to someone and easily do so. Contact is instantaneous, assuming the
other party is available, and your conversation can be as lively and personal as you wish.
Without a telephone, you transcribe your thoughts and wait days for a response; you lack
the immediate stimulus of another’s reaction. Conversation slows to a snail’s pace, and
real-world give and take disappears.
And then there is tone, inflection, words spoken aloud that might not be said
except that you are physically apart and cannot see the other’s face. For some, perhaps
not you, the telephone is equivalent to a confessional.
On the other hand, Sam and the girls fully support your action.
Love,
Your daughter
Dear daughter,

May 23

Your letter was insightful. I considered its meaning several times, which I could
not have done had we been speaking on the telephone. I am not as quick with a verbal
riposte as I once was.
You are correct – the telephone provides spontaneity. But in my circumstances
such a convenience is of little value. I want to ponder on what I am about to say. I want to
select a picturesque word or phrase. I want to share my feelings and observations in a
way which will be memorable. And, ideally, those who write me, as you have, will do the
same. I do not want to be reduced to sound bites.
You are also correct about distance being a catalyst for conversation. However,
other than you and yours, there is no one I wish to call or who need call me. But, dear,
isn’t that what this letter writing campaign has been about – how you and I do talk and
should talk to one another, what we say, how we say it, and what we really mean?
And then there is the future; I am not so old as to not have one. I see myself
sitting at my kitchen table looking out onto treetops slowly turning orange and gold and
crimson. A wedge of geese honks into view, their sound increasing and decreasing like a
train passing by. Before me is a luncheon salad of tossed greens and raspberries, a glass
of tart lemonade, and a thick slice from the loaf of rye bread recently pulled from my
oven. Which would I rather have beside my plate: an envelope containing a lengthy,
honest, articulate letter from my daughter or a cell phone which could ring and spoil the
moment?
Love,
Rachel
My mother,

May 25

I understand.
Love
My child,
Thank you.
Love

May 28
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